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Vision Workshop Part 1
Summary of Process
The in-person Vision Workshop Part 1 occurred on December 5, 2018. The purpose of the workshop
was to gather community input for creating a vision for the update of the West Maui Community Plan.
About 80 members from the community participated.
The workshop included a presentation by the Planning Department of what a vision is and why it is
important. Following the presentation, participants divided into four groups by subarea for the Small
Group Work. Participants in each small group discussed their thoughts and ideas as they answered four
questions about the subarea:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do you want more of in 20 years?
What do you want less of in 20 years?
What do you want to preserve for the next 20 years?
What are your community’s values?

After the Small Group Work, everyone gathered together to review all the responses with all of West
Maui in mind. Everyone was given 4 sticky dots, one for each question, and asked to vote on what ideas
are most important to them. In closing, the Department gave a summary of the ideas and concerns
shared across the different small groups and what stood out as important to the community.
The vision workshop was also hosted online through December 31, 2018.

Results
Complete results from both the in-person and online workshop are provided below.
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What do you want more of in 20 years?
In-person workshop
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Online workshop
Development on West Maui is for the benefit of full-time residents of Maui.
Smart growth principles need to apply to luxury developments as well.
More round-abouts
Better infrastructure. Roadways that are more than two lanes that are capable of
handling the traffic load.
Wastewater facilities that can consistently handle peak loads.
Farm housing for farmers (Houses for farmers on ag land/ incentives to landowners?)
Enforcement: checking to see that land/buildings are being used in accordance with their
designated purpose (examples: barns, single family homes).
Condo complexes along Honoapiâ€™ilani and houses in the historic district need to be
rented to residents.
Encourage more traditional Hawaiian farming/ native plants.
More Lo`i.
Empty stores refurbished into homeless shelters.
Diversify the shopping on front street (no more lotion, t-shirt or jewelry stores).
Open space for children to play.
More police presence in parks.
Housing for employees of Kaâ€™anapali in Kaâ€™anapali
Costco in Lahaina
Respect for cultural tradition while measuredly upgrading and maintaining
infrastructure.
Affordable housing
Multi lane highway to and from Central Maui.
Brown water controls for the ocean runoff problems.
Hospital for the West Side to be able to at least stabilize emergency situations.
Small towns and rural communities, i.e. less sprawl.
mixed use housing, i.e. rentals and homes
Aloha
infrastructure
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small towns and rural communities
mixed use housing
aloha
infrastructure
As a resident of Olowalu, I would like to see more opportunities for families to own
homes and more walkable communities. I am a strong supporter of the Olowalu Town
project.
Current open space (or golf courses) within in developments continue as dedicated open
space. All new developments have dedicated open space.
Beach access and parking is easy and plentiful.
High rises are limited to current height restrictions or less.
Senior living services and facilities.
affordable housing,
lectures, workshops, on history of Hawaiian Culture and how it relates to West Maui.
Safe housing for our KÅ«puna
better traffic control
improved roadways
community spirit
Housing!
1. Wider roads (more lanes)
2. Parks and open space
3. Municipal golf course
4. Sidewalks within our communities
5. Recessed bus stops
Lahaina Harbor Resources
1. Support to vessels that provide jobs and generate funds.
2. More Dock space
Free parking in Lahaina
Open Space and Greenery
Restaurants for "Locals"
Farms
Increase in harbor facilities for Lahaina and Mala.
No more drugs in harbor bathrooms.
No more vessels over 65' in length allowed in the harbor
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Better docks at the Harbor.
Better management of Harbor resources to improve the working environment for our
merchant mariners
I want to see West Maui have affordable homes for natives. Families who are born and
raised in LÄ hainÄ are forced to move 30 miles away just to purchase an affordable
home.
Lifeguard station at Blackrock
Mala/ Lahaina harbor improvements, buoy installation and maintenance
Funding to schools
Tax incentives for green companies/ farming
Roundabouts for traffic flow
Mixed use affordable housing (rentals and affordable condos combined with
commercial) so that people can work and live on the West Side without commuting from
Kihei, Kahului, and Wailuku.
More local, boutique and unique businesses. Charming and distinctive.
More walking mall feel for Lahaina town, shut it down to traffic.
More lights for ambiance feel in Lahaina town.
More economy
A few neighborhoods, with the intention of making it possible for people who live&work
on Maui to buy lots and build a home, like kahana ridge.
Extend bypass north, new route above olowalu/ukumehame.
More emphasis and resources devoted to education and skill development at all levels
on island. Though there are other things to, nothing could help more 20 years from now.
Workforce housing, green energy, restoration of streamflow, beach replenishment,
sewage/runoff mitigation/ protection of the reefs, open space, off highway bike paths,
Front Street for pedestrian only
Housing & Infrastructure
Full highway going north from Lahaina.
New resorts must have worker housing, no funds to the general fund.
We need storm shelters beyond town.
Better infrastructure
Hospital on this side
Agriculture and Hawaiian Culture
Businesses catering to tourists provide a quality product or service, and what visitors
come here to expect, with aloha!
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Welcoming signs/ explanations for visitor/new comers:explaining our
values.Transportation housing for locals. Walking/biking encouraged. Recycling/reuse.
Local farms. Economic support for Hawaiians.
obtain UNESCO world heritage status for Lahaina. Create a large public lot somewhere
on the mountain side of the highway and close off front street and shuttle bus to wharf.
Wi Fi for the entire town
*Full service hospital and medical facility
*Expanded highway to central Maui
*More affordable rental housing for west side workforce to avoid cross-island commute
*Agriculture to rural rezoning
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What do you want less of in 20 years?
In-person workshop
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Online workshop
Less development. As we continuebuilding large condo developments up the coast,
weâ€™re in danger of becoming the second Waikiki (not a good thing). If weâ€™re not
careful, weâ€™ll kill the golden goose.
Tourist junk stores, overdevelopment, fast food, mini malls, pollution, plastics and their
packagings, highways,
Tourist, Vacation rentals, hotels, condos for tourist on ocean front land. Limits access to
born & raised locals to go to the beach.
Homelessness.
Automobile abandonment.
Sewerage plant odors.
Empty store fronts.
Less use of current open space and golf courses for development. If a golf course closes,
require the land to be maintained as open space.
Homelessness
monster homes
any rental homes/property
unused agricultural land
off island landowners
1. Resort development
2. High-rise structures
3. Sea walls and shoreline hardening
4. Coastal structure development
5. Homelessness
1. Homeless / Drugs
2. Dense housing (i.e. apartments, condos, high-rise)
3. Paid parking (raises the cost of living)
4. Traffic
5. Empty Retail space
1. Mainland business chains
2. Cruise Ships ruin small towns.
I want to see improvement in current beach & park facilities. LÄ ain
tel
e
more tax dollars than the rest of the island but have the worst facilities compared to the
rest of the island.
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Loss Leader' tax breaks for developers.
Use of diesel fuel for electricity generation.
Reliance on outside sources for food.
Poverty/ homelessness.
Less road closures and infrastructure destruction due to rain - improve both.
Less homes being bought by people who donâ€™t live here and only intend to rent them
out. More homeowner-occupied homes.
Less Homeless
Less high school drop outs
less traffic jams
less traveling for education and art or enrichment classes to the other side. it would be
great to have those resources in West Maui
Old fashioned crime and theft. More respect and Aloha no matter who you are or where
you are from. Less ethnic division â€” there is a lot here (saying this as one raised on
another island).
Traffic, less illegal short term rentals, less sewage run off, less development for the ultra
wealthy, less crime due to homelessness, mental illness and drug use
Resort development. Overcrowding by visitors. Developments close to shore.
Unnecessary traffic. Pollution - air and environment.
traffic will start to have an effect on return tourism. Subsidize busses from the airport to
a few drop off spots. Use european models to create permanent pedestrian zone(s), not
our halloween model
Rich people running things including elections. Less dependence on fossil fuels. No
injection wells. Less traffic especially Lahaina. Less pollution. Less imported food.Less
homeless. Less California.
*Homeless people
*Forced agriculture
*Traffic congestion to central Maui
*Crime
*Inadequate beach parking
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What do you want to preserve for the next 20 years?
In-person workshop
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Online workshop
Protecting old trees
Take care of the public facilities we have (bathrooms, beach showers, pavilions) before
building new ones.
Do NOT develop above Hanakaoâ€™o beach park.
Simplicity of character of West Maui, rural and town cultural feelings, hÃ¢tive history
and traditions, and a feeling of welcoming that remains aloha in spirit.
The spirit of aloha uncoupled with overdevelopment, a respect for tradition in habits,
architecture, and growth that is tamed for the sake of spirit rather than greed and
money.
Beaches.
Ocean water quality.
Quality of life.
beaches
beach access
reefs
surf breaks
aloha
Beautiful views.
Small town, friendly, caring atmosphere.
Limited commercial / chain business.
Small business focus.
sense of community
mom and pop stores owned by local residents
history of our land
agriculture
health of our aina
all cultural sites
Small towns and rural community
1. Coastal access
2. Historical and cultural sites
3. Island lifestyle
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1. Open Space and Greenery
2. Local Farms and nurseries
3. View planes
4. Long-time local businesses!
5. History of Lahaina
6. Open coastline
7. mom and pop stores, restaurants, and shops
We need to preserve & increase our beach & mountain access that has been limited by
non native residents.
Future opportunities for keiki
Historical sites/ buildings.
Small businesses not national chains.
Ag. land, stream management.
Lahaina as a town where people actually live, work and play without fighting tooth and
nail for a home to buy, a place to park and a spot to put your towel.
Beach&mountain access.
Cultural history.
our beaches, the reef life
the plant diversity
the melting pot culture
the friendliness of the aloha spirit
the history and culture of Hawaii
the open space
Major Hawaiian architecture and relics. Protect, restore, and make it accessible. Like
Honokowai and Pi'ilanihale. Donâ€™t rely only on private efforts for this.
Beaches, shoreline access, reefs, open space, food farming, stream flow, our sense of
community, our way of life
Beach access, reefs and the aloha spirit.
Moku'ula - this would be more of a restoration.
Hawaiian Cultural sites.
History through our kupuna.
Historic core of Lahaina and its story. A lot can be learned from the evolution of the
whaling industry. The importance of high water and air quality cannot be overstated and
be taken for granted
Hawaiian language, culture, food, hula music knowledge of plants and people's health
and well-being.Access to beaches, gathering rights, our reefs, clean water/sky, freedom
of speech/ action.Haleakala
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*Water quality
*Beaches
*Lipoa Point
*Historical sites
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What are your community values?
In-person workshop
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Online workshop
Safety, education, anti-pollution, equality in services, ongoing revision of aspects of the
plan to either maintain or grow the, differently if unsuccessful.
Respect for native culture before growth and greed, safe water, industrial control,
commercial growth as needed and not runnng wild, balancing a budget and working
within, not borrowing against future
respect for ALL including native culture AND newcomers and visitors alike.
Aloha spirit.
Giving back and taking care of our neighbors.
Carefully controlled growth when it benefits the community, such as a West MAUI
Hospital.
neighbor helping neighbor
looking out for one another
be supportive of our political leaders
vote for change if needed
keep Lahaina as a true historic area
Respect and Aloha
1. Social and cultural justice
2. Church
3. Education
4. Community service
5. Preservation
1. Safety and welcoming environment
2. Trust with one another
3. Less beurocratic policies and procedures
4. Keep the "Small Town" Feel
Education.
Education.
Education.
Respect
Repair/restore/maintain
Kindness
Positive growth, keeping future of our children in mind.
Safety
Beauty
Opportunity
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education
sharing and caring for your neighbors
positive business incentives that help create jobs
help with creating opportunities
safe environment
healthy environment
Racial, ethnic and origin mutual understanding and mutual respect. Promote public
spaces and access by everyone and a sense that everyone and no one owns those
spaces.
A community that watches out for and cares for each other and our land, beach and
ocean resources, values our way of life not becoming like Oahu/mainland. Opportunity
for keiki at school and after
The true aloha spirit.
Respect each other and the 'aina
Helping one another
sharing work load and responsibilities
Pride
Aloha
Love and Appreciation
Aloha. Giving everyone a say. Accepting of differences. Respect for elders and tradition.
Embracing better/new ideas. Nurturing young people - giving them hope.Education and
healthy lifestyle.Creative
Supporting forums such as this one so we can get input from the west side. Keep an open
mind about what we can and should reasonably acheive. We need understand our
unique position in world tourism
*Safety
*Respect for diversity and rights of all across all income classes
*Cleanliness
*Giving back/philanthropy
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Draft Vision Options
The Department created four draft vision options based on input from the Vision Workshop Part 1 for
community to review and comment. The four options included:
Option 1
West Maui has everything its residents need to thrive including a range of housing options, services, a
diversified economy, and ample access to open spaces and parks, mauka to makai. Conscious of the
region’s rich cultural heritage, care is taken to protect and restore historic sites and incorporate
traditional Hawaiian practices into everyday life. People are able to move about freely and safely and
enjoy an active lifestyle with public transportation and safe walking and biking routes within and
between West Maui’s communities.
Option 2
West Maui is a close-knit resilient community rich in history, culture, and aloha. Safe, well-designed, and
connected neighborhoods and small towns provide housing, gathering places, good jobs and a full-range
of services to meet the needs of residents. The community works together to protect and restore West
Maui’s natural environment and treasured places for all to enjoy.
Option 3
While honoring, preserving and learning from its history, West Maui has grown into a complete
community with all the social and commercial services to meet every day needs. New developments
blend seamlessly with old, creating places throughout the region that are desirable, vibrant, safe and
unique to West Maui. Visitors are welcomed with Aloha and residents have a healthy environment,
affordable housing, good schools and family-wage employment opportunities.
Option 4
West Maui is resilient, innovative, and self-reliant with thriving small towns throughout the region.
Working together, the community has protected and restored ecosystems, incorporating traditional
Hawaiian practices that made the island sustainable for generations. Healthy shorelines, small
businesses, affordable housing, pedestrian-friendly communities, and access to beaches and natural
areas make West Maui an ideal place for people to live, work and play.
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Vision Workshop Part 2
Summary of Process
The Department shared the four draft vision options with the community through an online workshop
January 11, 2019 through January 21, 2019 and invited the community to provide their feedback.
Participants were asked to read each vision, then describe what they like and dislike about each option.
After reviewing all options, participants were asked to rank the options – favorite to least favorite. A
total of 55 respondents participated.

Results
Option 1 had the most rank 1 votes at 17 compared to Option 4 with 16 votes. The complete results are
provided on the following pages.
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OPTION 1
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

It includes the importance of Hawaiian language and culture.

It does not address the issues of ocean/reef health.

Favorite parts at first glance- Safe walking and biking routes and
access to open public spaces and parks.

It is a little vague. The biggest concern is how and what protection
and restoration of historic sites means. What guidelines would be
used? How will it affect individual property rights and the cost of
doing business? Will it be used as a political tool by unscrupulous
individuals to force home owners and business owners to pay for
extra services to have someone "watch" when they are digging
every ditch or foundation? It would be great to have a standard
policy about finding artifacts and historical items.

Public transportation and SAFE walking and biking routes

n/a

everything

Great vision, but how do we get there. Currently, west Maui
economy is not very diversified (mainly hospitality and tourism). We
need to foster innovative businesses and attract top quality
research and entrepreneurship to the Island in general. We need to
make the island more business friendly, especially for businesses
and organizations that are built on values that align with those of
Maui residents (i.e. environmentally sound, socially just, culturally
appropriate, etc.).

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

Lahaina is not a safe place to ride a bike, or even walk in some
areas.
we have limited medical options.
now office max has left, no big box store like lowes, or home depot

8

I like the emphasis on an active lifestyle.

I think it's great to protect and restore historic sites, but I don't
think we need to incorporate traditional Hawaiian practices into
everyday life.

I like the preservation of cultural practices and historic sites. The
expansion of available housing which encourages migration to the
island places a burden on available infrastructure. Traffic
congestion has the same effect as blight.

There is no mention about the effect of shoreline erosion and the
loss of our beaches and reef habitat. Maui known within the tourist
industry for its miles of beautiful beach is in jeopardy of losing that
status if remedial action is not quickly implemented. In 1950 the
beach along Kahana Bay was 100 feet deep and 1/2 mile long.
Today it amounts to nothing. The reef has suffered. The same is
true at other west Maui locations.

Self sufficiency; economic options besides tourism

Feels very pollyanna-ish

ALL

How do we get there?

There is absolutely nothing I like about this and it couldn’t be
farther from the truth.

It is not in the least bit accurate. How can we have everything we
need when the nearest hospital is at least a 45 minute drive away,
many miles of which is a two-lane road with frequent delays. WE
NEED A HOSPITAL if this is truly to be a self-sufficient community.
Resources like Costco are also too far. Either a direct route to
Kahalui needs to be built or a hospital and Costco should be built in
West Maui.

Move about freely and safely.

-Public transportation.
-nothing about living where you work.

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16
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OPTION 1
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

Biking and walking communitys

Also need expand roadways and parks move hiway mauka all the
way to Napili park and have exits on it not stop lights at Wahikuli,
Kaanapali, Kahana, Honokawai and Mahinahina.

Sounds wonderful in theory.

Extremely vague. May be impossible in practice.

I like the emphasis on preserving the Hawaiian culture. Also like
the safe walking and bike routes between communities

It does not seem to plan for growth

If the "plan" is designed to actually implement this vision then it
sounds good.

This is definitely not the current reality:
The roads "pali" to get in and out of Lahaina suck (a true four lane
hwy without stoplights is needed).
Everything is set up for the person traveling in an automobile (not
walking or biking). Walking and biking are both currently
dangerous and adding these things next to fast moving traffic is not
the solution (walking and biking needed to be protected and
separated from automobile traffic).

The focus on residents is great. The use of mauka to makai shows
respect for place and culture, and is important for a healthy
ecosystem.

Too many ands. Instead: "People are able to move about freely and
safely, enjoying an active lifestyle with access to public
transportation, safe walking and biking routes within and between
West Maui's communities."

Covers most of what I would like to see in West Maui

Would like it to include something about agriculture land being used
to feed the people of Maui and/or local farmers having access to
agriculture land.

I like the emphasis on active transportation options and balance.

Maybe promising too much. How can a community plan ensure that
traditional Hawaiian practices are incorporated into everyday life?

17

18

19

20

21

22
23
24

25

self containment and connectedness, SAFE alternative movement
options, respect for host culture
That it includes goals for a diversified population and that an active
lifestyle is envisioned without dependency on the automobile.

Can a diversified economy may be impossible to achieve in the
broadest context of the phrase given West Maui's place in the
county, the state, and the world. Determining other areas of
attainable economic diversification is very important.

range of housing options

incorporate traditional Hawaiian practices into everyday life.

Reference to move around "safely". Reference to range of housing
options and diversified economy.

No reference to welcoming visitors which denies the reality that we
need a vibrant tourism industry to support our tax base. Too much
reference on public transport/ biking routes between communities this is not a viable future. "Incorporate Hawaiian practices into
everyday life" is too strong and denies the fact we are in the 21st
century.

This encapsulates what I would like to see in West Maui in the
future.

Might be hard to balance protecting cultural heritage and having
good transportation, economy and housing options.

26

27
28
29

30

31

32
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OPTION 1
What do you like about this vision option?

I don’t agree with the range of housing options. What about good
health care? We need a local hospital in West Maui. That should be
a priority.

33

Doesn’t address the lack of infrastructure for all the new housing
and hotels. Beach parking is not easy or plentiful for locals. There
aren’t enough safe bike paths. We need the northern extension of
the by pass to ease traffic congestion.

34

no focus on education

35

36

37

38

What do you dislike about this vision option?

I very much appreciate two things. 1) the concept of being aware
nothing actually.
and celebrating the rich cultural heritage we have on this side of the
island. 2) the intent to create more walking/running/biking paths to
connect communities. I think this is desperately needed! I envision
that we could create something like the Embarcadero of San
Francisco- we have the natural beauty, we just need the paths.
everything
I would like it if I believed it were true but West Maui does not have Implies that we already have everything we need.
everything its residents need to survive. I believe it should be a
goal to be achieved.

Many good , highly desirable concepts

The range of housing options is not adequate for the type of
workforce needed in the West Maui area.

39

Sounds good.

40
All of it.

N/a

Love the open space and vision for better walking/biking paths.

Needs affordable housing

it sounds like the perfect life

there is no accountability for the Mayor or Council to approve a
budget that adheres to this vision. Without holding the regulatory
and fiscal powers of the county to implement the vision the vision is
very weak and will be a piecemeal vision depending on which
developer comes in and makes a bargain concession to get their
permit issued.

It’s inclusive of the wants/ needs of all.

It seems so far away that it’s unrealistic in a way that is depressing

everything

keep the royal and Kai golf courses for all to enjoy.

Sounds like the idealic future! I love the public transportation, safe
walking and biking routes, access to open spaces and parks, and
cultural practices.

Not too much. I don't know if it's realistic. Mauka access will be
hard and should be limited. Do we put a limit on population growth?

41

42

43

44

45

46
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OPTION 1
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

Other than housing I agree with the first sentence and all of the
second.

Not enough affordable housing for people who are employed in West
Maui. No safe walking biking routes between communities.

I think it is mostly very comprehensive. I like the emphasis on
residents. But we coudl add that visitors are treated with aloha and
recognize the unique sense of place hat is uniquely Hawaiian

We must also be able to get in and out of the West side, not just
"among West Maui communities" but over to the other side for
services we can only get there
Somehow we must communicate that we have enough tourism. No
more hotels!!
Should also mention taking care of the ocean and beaches, with
access to both.

open spaces, view corridors, walking and biking paths, NO overdevelopment.

no west side hospital

a diversified economy

incorporate traditional Hawaiian practices into everyday life

Glad to see that transportation and bike routes are part of the
central these.

Focus on healthy lifestyle and ways to lower everyone's
environmental footprint is critical.

47

48

49

50

51

52

There's nothing in this vision that talks about ʻāina. What is the
purpose of people and community without land?
Please explain - how does housing options, services, etc. contribute
to a thriving community?

53

The rich, cultural heritage should be the very first sentence because
it is the most important one.

54

55

Historical and cultural value.

Less focused on enconomy

I like the mention of housing options, services, open spaces and
parks. I also like that it mentions the safety and availability of
transportation.

I'm unclear on what is traditional Hawaiian practices and how that
will be applied to everyday life.
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OPTION 2
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

“Close-knit resilient community”

It feels like it could be anywhere. There is nothing specific to the
west side, Maui or even Hawaii. It doesn’t really say anything.

1
2

3

4

Well designed neighborhoods. Community works together to protect No mention about traffic and street planning. Parking needs to be
and restore. YES! - this requires improved government guidance,
addressed in general
policies, and allocation of tax dollars which will be an incentive for
individuals to join the community instead of staying under the radar
to fix things that really have to get fixed. If citizens feel like
working within the legal framework is full of over the top regulation
and expensive , unnecessary guilt and shaming, and favoritism for
some groups over others they won't come together willingly. Right
now it feels like tribalism, but it would be great to get to a point of
full community identity.

Does not really appeal to me- its kinda blah. I think the community
can do a lot more besides the environment stuff...its also taking
care of its people.

5

6

7

the first sentence and the last.

we donʻt have a full range of services

Nothing

Poorly written, too much emphasis on protection/maintaining status
quo... "resilient community"? As a vision statement, there should be
mention of future changes/development in the community and what
that will look like.

Community view avoiding becoming just a single resort area

Sounds like limited growth and very inward focused

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

All
Nothing.

How can residents have the services they need when there is no
hospital? A hospital is a basic pillar and need of any community.

15

It is about the residents.
16
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OPTION 2
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

We have a great community.

How is our community to grow and remain close knit as the
population grows.

In theory sounds great

Extremely vague. May be impossible in practice. Offers options that
the county has little control of such as good jobs well designed
neighborhoods where poorly designed neighborhoods already exist.

17

18

19

I like the community working together to protect and restore the
natural environment

Not much.

It's too fluffy and fake sounding.

It is concise.

Not specific enough; does not capture the feeling of west Maui.

"safe, well-designed and connected neighborhoods"

Generic

20

21

22
23
Clear, easy to understand language and vision
24
too general
25
Protecting and restoring the natural environment is a key element.

Not sure a bucolic small town area vision can reconciled with a
world class resort.

The community works together

connected neighborhoods AND(?) small towns
it's one or the other not both. I pick small towns

26

27
28
29

Love the resiliency and interconnectivity.
Reference to "safe".

No reference to welcoming visitors. Seems to downplay value in of
new and more modern developments. Too much emphasis on
history versus future.

I like the vision to protect and restore West Maui's natural
environment.

I think West Maui needs to balance the close community with
openness to other ideas and communities.

30

31

32
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OPTION 2
What do you like about this vision option?

33

What do you dislike about this vision option?

It says the same thing Option 1 says, just in a different way. Full
range of services should include local healthcare. Where is our
hospial?
Includes a vision for protecting and restoring natural environment

Do ant address the need for a hospital

34

No focus on education

35

I like the idea of connected communities along the west side, and
I think it is missing a concept around celebration. More local
the concept of protecting and restoring our natural environment and festivals and gatherings create a stronger community and allows us
treasured places.
to celebrate what makes West Maui so wonderful.
36

37

everything
Environmental commitment.

Not specific enough as to priorities. Other options are much more
specific.

Good concepts but the problem is in the implementation

Need a balance between affordable housing and the tourism
industry. This along with encouraging job diversity and reasonable
growth are the only way to provide good jobs. Healthcare needs to
be a focus item. There also needs to be a focus on sustainability
and self-sufficiency in a disaster.

38

39

Generic

40
I like the sense of community and preservation of resources.

N/a

lofty idealic

there is no accountability for the Mayor or Council to approve a
budget that adheres to this vision. Without holding the regulatory
and fiscal powers of the county to implement the vision the vision is
very weak and will be a piecemeal vision depending on which
developer comes in and makes a bargain concession to get their
permit issued.

I like it

What about the existing neighborhoods that are not safe and well
connected?

everything

permitting so much development without infrastructure doesn't
seem like they adhere to these goals.

This sounds nice too. Vision 1 seems more detailed. Definitely like
the restore the natural environment part and well-designed
neighborhoods but that could mean many things.

How many neighborhoods and people? Will there be open spaces
between them or a whole string of connected neighborhoods? What
sort of access between them?

41
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45

46
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OPTION 2

47

What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

The neighborhoods and towns are not well-designed or well
connected. Most residential areas require getting in a car to drive
to stores.

Although the residents may enjoy most of these benefits, there is a
large transient population of workers that would like to be able to
live where they work but cannot.

I like including the reference to natural environment

Not as comprehensive as the first one

protecting natural environment and treasured places

Lahaina should be one town with various neighborhoods but NOT a
series of towns increasing urban sprawl.

48

49

50

51

good jobs and a full-range of services to meet the needs of
residents

Fine
52

"treasured places for all to enjoy" - we protect and restore our
natural environment for the people and culture of this place
because it is part of who we are, it feeds us. We don't restore water
to streams just to enjoy it - it's important for our ecosystems, our
practices, and the health and wellness of our communities.

53

54

A bit too narrow ... would like to see more emphasis on helping all
enjoy a healthier lifestyle and reducing their impact on the
environment.

Well rounded description. Doesn’t sound like a sales pitch.

No Inclusion about family wage jobs and affordable housing

I like the idea of the community working together.

No mention of how the community will be working together.

55
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OPTION 3
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

Everyday needs met on the west side without needing a trip to the
other side.

It doesn’t mention the Hawaiian language or culture. It doesn’t talk
about ocean and reef health. It doesn’t address the concerns of too
many tourists, traffic issues etc.

Good Schools! Have any partnerships been opened up between
Universtity of Hawaii as well as BYU Hawaii for teaching interns to
work in the Hawaii Public school system? Outreach programs to get
families and parents on board for their children's education? A
highly educated local workforce will provide trained and skilled
workers to fill family wage employment opportunities and will
attract additional businesses to West Maui due to that capable
workforce.

Traffic and parking issues need to be included. What about a light
rail commuter train between West Maui and Kahului to cut down on
traffic as well as creating an affordable and less pollution way for
locals and visitors to travel?

1
2

3

4

Visitors are acknowledged as part of the community. They come so
it's great to plan and prepare for how they interact in the
community.
Sounds good...

Is it attainable?

5

6

7

we donʻt have all the commercial services to meet every day need.
New development does not blend seamlessly
we do not have affordable housing, nor good schools

8

I like the notion that West Maui has honored, preserved, and
learned from its history.

I wish there was a mention of an active lifestyle as in option 1.

Commitment to new developments and growth

Seems focused on middle class; the island doesn't need another
Wailuku

ALL

HOW?

Not accurate?

Where is the Costco and typical commercial amenities for residents?

Family-Wage employment, healthy environment.

Do not believe our vision should put infuses on visitors. West Maui
is more then a vacation spot, people want to visit because it is
more. Focus on the community/residents not the visitors. If you
care for them there will never be a shortage of people who want to
visit.

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16
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OPTION 3
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

?

We are barely holding on with commercial services to meet
everyday needs. One developer/owner is driving business out due to
rent skyrocketing. Need no greedy landowners to lease commercial
space. Is $600,000 affordable? For doctors maybe. There is no
affordable housing for middle class families making just a little
above median wage. we are 120% median we are fucked! West
Maui land put out Kahoma and I don’t know who put out that other
shit place above mala ramp. My brother and sister in-law are paying
$500,000 for three bedroom condo. That’s affordable? Fuck you!

See option 1 & 2 Comments

See option 1 & 2 comments.

I like the entire statement. It seems very inclusive and positive

nothing

17

18

19
"affordable housing" sounds great...but what the heck is being
envisioned that could be placed in the "community plan" to help
make this a reality?
20

21

22

I like this line: "New developments blend seamlessly with old,
creating places throughout the region that are desirable, vibrant,
safe and unique to West Maui."

It seems to focus on commercial needs and visitors. The use of
"Aloha" seems commercial, like training for customer service at a
hotel.

Residents (enjoy) a healthy environment, affordable housing, etc.
And new developments blending with old.

"Visitors are welcomed with Aloha" sounds like a travel brochure

Addresses old and new development, and visitors.

First sentence is complicated

Blending new and old in an environment desirable for all is good.

A little too general. Few defined goals.

unique to West Maui
Visitors are welcomed with Aloha

New developments blend seamlessly with old

23
24

25

26

27
28
29

30

Economic drivers are addressed directly
Reference to complete array of social and commercial services.
Welcoming of new developments while honoring history. Reference
to "safe". Welcoming to visitors represents reality that tourism is
and will remain a critical industry supporting our tax base.
Reference to availability of affordable housing.

Nothing

31
Too focused on tourism

32
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OPTION 3
What do you like about this vision option?

33

What do you dislike about this vision option?

Again, this says the same thing as Options 1 and 2 only using
slightly different wording. A healthy environment should include a
local hospital.
Includes residents as well as visitors

34

Not enough focus on first class Education

35
I like the concept of new developments blending seamlessly with
old.

It feels a bit utilitarian, not very aspirational.

nothing.. this is big box stores and shopping malls

everything

Well balanced, recognizes the importance of the visitor industry.
Healty environment, affordable housing, good schools and family
wage opportunities are key.

Not much.

36

37

38

This seems like the best option

39

Too white, made for tourists.

40
41

42

Healthy environment, affordable housing, good schools and family
wage.

New development.

Has a good understanding of the importance of community. I
believe that community should come first.

sounds great

How is this going to be accomplished???? there is no accountability
for the Mayor or Council to approve a budget that adheres to this
vision. Without holding the regulatory and fiscal powers of the
county to implement the vision the vision is very weak and will be a
piecemeal vision depending on which developer comes in and
makes a bargain concession to get their permit issued.

Holistic

Hard to implement

sounds great

too much development doesn't match these stately words

Healthy environment, affordable housing, and opportunities.

Sounds like a lot of new developments with both housing and
commercial.

43

44

45

46
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OPTION 3
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

I pretty much agree with statement except I do not agree that there
is enough affordable housing.
47

48
I like mentioning aloha spirit - this should be added to the first
vision.

this one is more about the past and less about the vision
no mention of transportation which is a big issue
not as comprehensive as #1

complete community with hospital, and shopping choices

what about walking and biking paths, parks, open spaces and view
corridors?
What about increased traffic? How do you get everyone into and
out of West Maui? Current road even with bypass is inadequate.
West Maui is maxed out on hotels and timeshares and we don't
need any more. Don't kill the goose that laid the golden egg!

49

50

51

Visitors are welcomed with Aloha
affordable housing

Best of the 3 so far
52
"New developments blend seamlessly with old" - not true. New
developments are disrupting our connection to place and have a
detrimental impact on our ʻāina and people. West Maui doesn't have
the resources to support any more new development, and we don't
need it.

53

54

55

Unique to west maui, family wage employment opportunities

It sounds like it’s a sales pitch to investors

I like the mention of good school and opportunities.

I believe the term affordable housing is over used. I don't see
plenty of opportunities in West Maui for family-wage employment.
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OPTION 4
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

1
2

3

4

5

This is close to perfect! I would say “incorporating Hawaiian culture, Still nothing about tourists and traffic!!
language and practices”

Pedestrian Friendly, Working together, incorporating Hawaiian
practices, Healthy shorelines! We should protect Maui's coastline
using environmentally appropriate planning instead of just
conceding our valuable land mass to the ocean. It's not like we live
in the dark ages and have to huddle in huts hoping to survive a
storm or nomads that can move around on unclaimed territory. We
can use modern technology and environmental intelligence to be
good stewards and protect the coastline.

self reliant- yes! working together- yes! shorelines, SMALL
BUSINESSES, AFFORDABLE HOUSING, PEDESTRIAN- Friendly- yes,
yes and yes!

Again- is it really attainable? We see small businesses closing down
every day...hard for rent!

6
It's the most holistic and inspiring of the 4 options. It emphasizes
resilience and sustainability.

7

the first and second sentencesentence

not pedestrian friendly
beach access is extremely difficult
affordable housing is not available

I like the last sentence the best.

Too much focus on the environment. The second sentence should
be revised to include the development that has occurred in the area
so that the statement is more balanced.

Environmental protection; focus on natural scapes, tourism

Could lead to no growth, no investment

ALL

HOW?

Nothing.

West Maui is in no way self-selficient without basic services like a
hospital.

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

Live work and play.
Access to beaches and natural areas.
16
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OPTION 4
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

Sounds good.

Need to recognize other ethnic backgrounds and their roles to get
their buy in west Maui is not only Hawaiian.

Sounds like the other ones with different words but same ideas.

Unrealistic.

very positive message, well written

nothing

17

18

19
It so not the truth...this is definitely not what currently exists in
west maui.

20

I like the vitality of it. It is an active statement. The focus on small I would like to see this one blended with option 1.
towns and community is also nice.
21

This one is great!
22

I would like it to say, restored ecosystems *mauka to makai*.
To respect the Ahapua'a system.

23
Active, relevant, engaging.
24

25
protected ecosystems, pedestrian friendly

would like to see a few more specific goals

thriving small towns throughout the region
ideal place for people to live, work and play

incorporating traditional Hawaiian practices

Reference to affordable housing.

No reference to welcoming visitors which denies the reality that we
need a vibrant tourism industry to support our tax base. Too much
reference to "incorporating Hawaiian practices" which denies the the
fact we are in the 21st century. Yes to some degree on valuing
Hawaiian practices but West Maui should not strive to be entirely
self-reliant but rather effectively connected into the global economy
with modern day services.

26

27
28
29

30

31

32

Which Hawaiian practices should be restored and to whom? There is
no clear direction from people of Hawaiian ancestry as to which
aspects of Hawaiian life should be restored, take Moku'ula for
example. If there is no unity between Hawaiians how can we
incorporate any of the traditional Hawaiian practices, and which
Hawaiian practices? Also, why do we celebrate missionaries and
preserve buildings of people who colonized Maui?
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OPTION 4
What do you like about this vision option?

33

What do you dislike about this vision option?

This says the same thing, but better and more succinct. Still, we
need to address lack of local health care in the vision.

Like the concern for the ecosystem and local residents
34

No focus on education

35
I like the concept of innovative. I think we have very innovative
folks living here, it would be good to encourage that behavior in
solving some of our larger problems.

nothing.

everything

nothing

Protected and restored ecosystems, healthy shorelines, affordable
housing.

Fails to recognize the importance of tourism and tourism related
benefits. Only focuses on "low-end" communities with no
recognition of part time and higher end developments.

Sounds good but ..

Sounds good but the implementation details are a problem when
everyone has a different idea of what these concepts mean. For
example , traditional Hawaiian practices do not include drilling wells
for drinking water, or PV solar energy panels, or paved roads, etc.
This vision sounds good but is virtually impossible to implement.

The ideas are good.

Sounds mainland.

I like Hawaiian culture playing more of a role in West Maui

N/a

sounds great

How is it accomplished, is this a County Council or Mayor or agency
priority? there is no accountability for the Mayor or Council to
approve a budget that adheres to this vision. Without holding the
regulatory and fiscal powers of the county to implement the vision
the vision is very weak and will be a piecemeal vision depending on
which developer comes in and makes a bargain concession to get
their permit issued. Or is all this grand visioning only going to be
applicable when a party comes for a Community Plan Amendment
or specilal permit and the Council or Planning Commission gets
involved and finally looks at the Community plan. Community Plan
needs to be a governing document for funding and infrastructure
development not a dusty book on a shelf that only gets brought out
by parties wishing to get around the CP or do a project and shoe
how how it matches the CP. We need governing documents and
funding requirements or this is all just pie in the sky.

Yes covers issues in a broader sense

The last sentence makes it sound like a timeshare tag line. We want
that but don’t brag it out and get people to move here expecting to
get that

great words

I smell sewer sometimes near Fairway shopping center. I hear the
hotels, Sheraton etc, pipe raw sewage out into the ocean. Please
tell me this isn't true. If it is, fix it.

36

37

38

39

40
41

42

43

44

45
all these four options say the same thing. just a lot of fancy words

46

Sounds similar to vision 1. I like the pedestrian friendly, access to
beaches and natural areas, sustainable, cutlural practices, etc.
Small businesses, healthy shorelines.

I like it a lot.
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OPTION 4
What do you like about this vision option?

What do you dislike about this vision option?

Generally, access to beaches is good but the pressure of large
visitor population requires more control, for example, Honolua Bay

I do not think we have healthy shorelines, affordable housing, or
pedestrian-friendly communities.

protect and restore ecosystems
access to beaches and natural areas
(add these two points to #1)

too fuzzy (resilient, innovative...)- not as concrete as #1

healthy shorelines, pedestrian-friendly communities, access to
beaches

We don't need the urban sprawl of "several" towns.
We don't need any more hotels or timeshares; the road into and out
of Maui is inadequate.

thriving small towns throughout the region
ideal place for people to live, work and play

incorporating traditional Hawaiian practices

I like this one best of all.

Would also included more options for safe cycling.

47

48

49

50

51

52
"...make West Maui an ideal place for people to live, work, and
play." - We should be empowering the people and community of this
place, not advertising and inviting others to come and live.
53

54

55

Working together, sustainability, pedestrian friendly

Why is it self reliant? Shouldn’t they be part of the Maui
community?

I like the pedestrian friendly and access to beaches and natural
areas.

What are the traditional Hawaiian practices?
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Draft Vision
The Department drafted a hybrid vision based on the feedback received from the Vision Workshop Part
2. The Department used the draft vision in the community design workshops held in February 2019.
The draft vision is also included in the Department’s Draft West Maui Community Plan for the West
Maui Community Plan Advisory Committee review.
West Maui’s Vision
West Maui has everything its residents need to thrive, including a range of affordable
housing options, community services, a diversified economy with family-wage jobs, and
ample access to open spaces and parks, mauka to makai. Conscious of the region’s rich
cultural heritage, care is taken to protect and restore historic sites and to incorporate
traditional Hawaiian practices that made the island sustainable for generations. Visitors
are welcomed with aloha, and everyone enjoys an active lifestyle with safe walking,
biking and public transit routes within and between West Maui’s communities, and a
healthy environment with resilient shorelines.
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